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Award-winning Quilt Designer Elsie M. Campbell Releases
Dazzling Quilt Guide with Sophisticated Simple Shapes
Radiant Quilts: Stunning Quilts from Simple Shapes
by Elsie M. Campbell
Leonardo da Vinci once said, "Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication." In awardwinning quilt designer Elsie M. Campbell's new book, this statement rings true.
Simplicity is the name of the game and the basis for each block in her new book
Radiant Quilts: Stunning Quilts from Simples Shapes. Here, Campbell shows
how to create dazzling scrap quilts using basic shapes like triangles, clamshells, halfhexagons, strips, and diamonds. The nine start-to-finish projects range from stunning
table runners to a gorgeous king-sized quilt.
Campbell, who most recently won the American Quilter's Society's Award
for Excellence in Hand Workmanship, shines as her extensive quilting knowledge,
experience, and expertise are on full display. In Radiant Quilts, Campbell explains
fabric color, value, and contrast, and how these elements all work together for simple
yet scrumptiously elegant results. Design choices like these are what make her
gorgeous quilts stunningly radiant. With a special emphasis on how color and value work together to create the illusion
of depth and light, quilters will be pleased with Campbell's insightful directions and guidance. With comprehensive
information on tools and techniques, Radiant Quilts provides quilters with the inspiration, confidence, and instructions
needed to create simply radiant quilts.
You'll find the following in Radiant Quilts: Quilts from Simples Shapes
2 Nine projects that are both basic and boldly sophisticated, with easy-to-follow
instructions and diagrams for making each one.
2 Clear how-to directions for three cutting techniques using scissors
and templates, rotary cutters, and die cutters.
2 Comprehensive information on tools and techniques.
2 Fearless stitching of Y-seams and curved pieces—thanks to Elsie’s guidance.
Radiant Quilts: Quilts from
Simples Shapes
Elsie M. Campbell

About Elsie M. Campbell
Elsie M. Campbell is an award-winning quilt designer, teacher, and author.
She has been honored with First Place ribbons in such prestigious shows as
the World Quilt and Textile Show, Quilter's Heritage Celebration in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, the International Quilt Festival in Houston, Texas, and Indiana
Heritage Celebration, Bloomington, Indiana. She resides in Ponca City, OK.
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